COSMIC BACKGROUND BY MARCIA BARTUSIAK

Chemistry Lesson
How light was thrown on distant matters

In 1999 NASA launched

a spacecraft
called Stardust into the heavens
to capture just what its name sug
gested: matter from outer space that
likely originated fr0111 stars long
dead, stars whose remnants provided
the materia lout of which our solar
system formed.
Inits years-long journey, even
tually covering billions of miles
as it orbited the Sun, Stardust flew
through a stream of interstellar dust,
as well as the coma of Comet Wild 2,
collecting specks of matter onto its
tennis-racket-wide aerogel collector.
In 2006 the probe returned to Earth's
vicinity and ejected its precious car
go. Safely nestled in a special capsule,
the payload landed in Utah's Great
Salt Lake desert in the dead of night.
Transported to NASA'sJohnson
Space Center in Houston, Texas, this
cosm ic treasure-tens of thousands
of microscopic and submicroscopic
grains-has been under close scru
tiny ever since.
One of the most startling revela
tions of the dust's analysis was the dis
covery of glycine, the smallest of the
twenty amino acids that serve as vital
building blocks for our body's pro
teins. "The significance of this dis
covery is that comets must have de
livered at least one amino acid to our
planet before it had life," said Stardllst
principal investigator Don Browll
lee. Other researchers have found
nucleic acids, components of DNA
and RNA, in meteorites. It's further
confirmation that "we are made of
starstuff," as Carl Sagan so famously
described it in his book Cosmos.
That we have such an intimJte
connection to the cosmos is actually
a relatively new revelation. For most
of history, astronomers cou Id not be
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sure that the stuff of the heav
ens was anything at all like
the stuff on Earth. And since
outer space was so inacces
sible, they figured an answer
would be forever out of their
reach. The French philosopher
Auguste Comte was so confi
dent in this judgment that in
1835 he boldly asserted that
"we would never know how
to study by any means rthe
stars' and planets'l chemical
composition, or their mineralogical
structure." That declaration is one of
the most infamous misstatements in
the history of science . What Comte
did not anticipate was the develop
ment of new techniques that-in less
than three decades-would sweep
away his ill-timed conclusion.

The turnabout primarily

happened
when Gustav Kirchhoff, a pro
fessor of physics at the University
of Heidelberg, and chemist Robert
Bunsen, creator of the famous labo
ratory burner, teamed up in 1859
and demonstrated how to identify
substances by the specifIc colors of
light they emit during chemical re
actions or when burning. Whenever
energized and vie''\'ed through a
spectroscope , each element could be
recognized by a unique set of col
ored lines it displayed.
Soon the two collaborators real
ized that such spectral fingerprints
could be effecti,'ely studied whether
the light originated from a distance
of one foot within a laboratory or
from millions of miles away. That
insight may haw been prompted by
a fire that erupted in the nearby city
of lVlannheim ~lIld \\-as visible across
the Rhine rin'r plain frol11 their

laboratory window. Upon dire'd
ing their spectroscope at the H.1111 '.
Kirchhoff and Bunsen discerne.i
the strong green emission of b.Hi 1111
in the roaring blaze, as well <1< th o
distinctive red signature of str 11 
tiul1l. Sometime later, while the .'
were strolling together through rh
wooded hills near Heidelberg:. Bun 
sen vvondered if they could Jlu h -z
the Sun's light in a comparable f 'h
.1_ t
ion. "But people would say \\.
have gone mad to dream of ' Ul.l
thing," he declared.
Kirchhoft~ though, had no ' .1 h
qualms . By 1861 he had turn, b :
spectroscope to the heayens .1i1J
identified a number of elem or ' .
the Sun's atmosphere, includ in ;
sodium, magnesium, calciu m , : I'-ro 
mium, iron, nickel, copper. zir ' .
and barium. Within a t~\\- H ' ,l r ,
other astronomers, such <1 , _-\ 11:- . 10
Secchi in Italy and Willi.1 m H u ::
gins in England , reported rill i~l :
similar elements in such d i, ! m ":][5
as Aldebaran, Betelgeme. ,tn< . ir
ius. Here was detlniti,'\:' PrL'ot' -ha t
the chemical elements of th e E .lf h
were indeed identical to thm e r'the
cosmos. The long-standing ,-\r i;;w
telian belief that c t:! esti ~d Il LUta \\as
somehow differellt from the' re:
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Awaiting the December 12, 1871,
solar eclipse in India, Capt. John P.
Maclear of the British Royal Navy
(right) uses a spectroscope to
identify elements in the Sun .
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restrial elements was abolished once
and for all.
Huggins, for one, was elated by
these discove ries and couldn't help
but speculate on "vhat this implied.
In 1864 he and his collaborator, W.
Allen Mille r, wrote that
it is remarbble that the clements
most widely diffused through the
host of stars are some of those most
closely connected with the constitu
tion of the living organisms of our
globe .... that at least the brighter
stars arc, like o ur sun, upholding
and energizing centres of sys tems of
worlds adapted to be the abode of
li ving beings.

It wasn't the first time that scholars
speculated about life on extrasolar
planets, but the new astrochemical
data now made it more than a theo
retical fantasy.
A century later, some researchers
became even more ambitious. In 1955,
physicist Charles H . Townes, who
would later win a Nobel Prize for the
invention of the ma ser (the microwave
precursor to the laser) was invited to
address an international symposium
on radio astronomy in England. His
topic: the possibility ofdetecting ce
lestial substances, other thall simple
elements, via their radio emissions.

Townes, a renowned molecu
lar spectroscopist, suggested
that elements were likely
linking up and forming actual
molecules out in space-mol
ecules that emitted intense
radio waves. Among the can
didates he named were ca rbon
monoxide (CO, the danger
ous stuffofcar exhaust), a111
monia (NH3)' water (H 2 0),
and the hydroxyl radical (OH,
~ the oxygen-hydrogen com
~ bination that distingui shes all
ffj
~ alcohols) .
I ~ The response to Townes's
talk was tepid, however.
Most astronomers at the time were
convinced that such molecules were
too rare to seek out. Optical astrono
Illers had already recognized a few
molecular species in space, such as the
methylidyne and cyanogen radicals
(CH and CN), but theorists were sure
that, once formed, stich molec ules
quickly got destroyed by ultraviolet
and cosmic rays. Why devote pre
cious radio telescope time to tracking
scarce specimens, 'which everyone
assumed were unimportant to astro
nomical processes? One ofTownes's
colleagues cautioned him th at such a
search would be "hopeless."

F

ortunately, a few MIT radio astrono

mers didn't heed those warnings
and looked anyway. In 1963 they
found OH screaming out at a fre
quency of 1,667 megahertz in the su
perIl ova remnant Cassiopeia A . Five
years later, Townes himself, along
with coworkers at the Universit y of
California at Berkeley, recorded the
radio c ries of both ammon ia and wa
ter molecules in the galactic center.
A race quickly ensued to snare the
next new cosmic molecules. By 1973
nearly 30 were identified; the total
tod ay is more than 150-frol11 ac
etone and hydrogen cyanide to form

aldehyde, methane, and nitrous oxide
(laughing gas) . Astronomers handed
out cases ofliquor to settle bets once
ethyl alcohol was detected in 1974. It's
been estimated that 10 22 (that's one
followed by twenty-two zeros) fifths,
at 200 proof, reside in the gas cloud
where the alcohol was first detected.
Of course, the mol ec ules are spread
out so thinly in space that you'd have
to distill a volume as big as the planet
Jupiter to get one stiffdrink.
These assorted molecules barely
register as pollutants in our galaxy.
Only one molecu le ofaml11onia, for
example, forms for every 30 million
molecules of hydrogen. Yet scarce
as these molec ul es are, their strong
radio signals allow astronomers to
better map both the Milky Way and
the un iverse.
Hydrogen peroxide , the hair
bleaching agent, was uncovered just
last summer (who knew the cosmos
secretly desired to be a blonde?). Us
ing a submillimeter-radio-wave tele
scope perched on a high desert plateau
in the Chilean Andes, an internation
al team of astronomers found traces of
the chemical in a dellSe cloud ofgas
and dust nea r the star Rho Ophiuchi ,
some 400 light-years distant. Hydro
gen peroxide is formed when two
hydrogen atoms link up with two
o:\.)'gen atoms (H 2 0 2). Both elements
are critical for life as we know it.
Moreover, take just one oxygen atom
out of hydrogen peroxide and you
get water (H 2 0). So, further study of
hydrogen peroxide's chemistry out in
deep space may help astronomers bet
ter understand the formation of water
in the universe.
Molecule by molecule-from wa
ter to glycine-astronomers are prov
ing that the foundations for life on
Earth may have been put into place
before our planet even formed nearly
5 billion years ago.
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